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Skills combined for unique youth camp

Aqua Fit with a twist
Aqua Fit instructors will
finish the season with a bit
of extra fun.
Aqua Fit Fun Days are
planned for a couple of Friday morning classes where

participants are encouraged
to dress up and enjoy choreographed routines, surprises and more.
The Aug. 19 session is a
Pirate Party while the final

fun and they’re learning lots of skills.”
The kids also had to cook, do mini-journaling and find a “spirit spot” one evening
where they sat alone to contemplate a loose
subject.
The week wrapped up with a trip to the
Trinity Valley Bridge where the kids gave
a performance for their parents and other
loved ones before heading home.
Charles said the week was a success for
everyone and they plan to offer the camp
again next year.
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Common friends and a common goal led combine those passions and skills – and a
to a unique youth camp at the Kingfisher youth circus/yoga/canoe camp was created.
Interpretive Centre this summer.
Mutual friends introduced Vernon-based Charles Ruechel to Alvin
and Jada Tam when they came to visit
the Okanagan because they thought
the three would have similar experiences and ambitions.
Charles operates Elements Adventure Co., offering nature and wilderness travel including hiking and canoeing, and outdoor education and
training programs. He worked for
three years as an instructor with the
National Outdoor Leadership School,
leading young adults on 30-day river
and mountain adventures in the Yukon and Texas. He also co-managed
his family’s organic cattle and sheep
farm in Lumby for a decade.
Alvin went to the National Circus
School of Canada in Montreal at 18,
to bottom, l-r) Satori Tam, Amelia Hladych, Isabel Hlatraining for four years for a diploma (top
dych, Jenna Pickren, Emilie Lessor, Noah Podolski and Sarah
in circus arts. He toured the world for Folland strike a pose during a circus/yoga/canoe camp in
10 years, working with many circus rural Enderby. [Photo submitted]
and theatrical companies including
Charles previously accompanied youth
Cirque du Soleil in the show, KA. He and
wife Jada live in Las Vegas where they op- on canoe excursions at the Kingfisher Intererate a yoga studio and he is the pioneer of pretive Centre so it was a natural choice for
Acrofit, an acrobatic system designed to in- the five-day camp on July 25-29.
Six youth (five from the local area and
crease strength, precision and flexibility.
Jada has over 16 years experience teach- one from Las Vegas) age 13-15 started each
ing yoga, facilitating yoga teaching train- day with yoga followed by circus play to
ings and leading world yoga retreats. She is enhance physical skills and teach collaboration and teamwork. The afternoons were
also a natural healer and herbalist.
Each person enjoys using his/her skills to for outdoor and canoe skills including river
teach mental and physical skills to others in rescue, plant identification and canoe trips
a variety of ways. They also enjoy and have of ever-increasing distance.
“It’s as much about circus and canoeing
a passion for working with young people.
So when they met, it seemed natural to as it is about mentorship,” said Charles. “It’s
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session on Sept. 2 is a Summer Send-off ’80s Style.
Aqua Fit on Fridays runs
from 8:15-9:15 a.m. at the
Enderby Lions Pool.



